Project Title: C-08-07 : 15th World Congress on Intelligent Transport Systems
PIN: R021.16.881
Responsible Unit: Operations Division
Project Manager: Westhuis, Todd

Project Goal:
Technology Transfer

Actions Proposed:
Co-sponsor 15th World Congress on Intelligent Transport Systems

Anticipated Work Products and Accomplishments:
The 15th World Congress on ITS is the largest event in the world for ITS leaders, policy makers and other industry professionals. The Congress will be held in New York City for the first time and run from November 15th -20th, 2008. It will cover a very large number of topics, from Advanced Traffic Management Systems thru Wireless – Mobile Communications, and features a major integrated demonstration of cooperative vehicle infrastructure ITS along the New York INFORM and Spring Valley corridors and local NYC roadways.

Proposed Budget: $180,000